“Plush Bunny Pillow“ by Debbie Buckland

Tools:
Fiskars® Circle template
Fiskars® Heart template
Fiskars® Supersized hearts
Fiskars ® Fiskateer Scissors
Materials:
Stuffing
Fluffy Material 27”x27”
Pen
Thread
Sewing Machine
Pink felt 7” x 6”
Black felt 3”x3”
White felt 12” x12”

Material Cut List
Fluffy material:
Use outside of the largest supersized heart template (9”) - cut 2 of them. Draw on wrong side of the material around the
template. This is the body.
Use the inside of the smallest supersized heart template (5”) – cut 4. This is the ears and head.
Pink Felt:
Cut one 3” heart using heart template. (nose)
Cut one 11” heart using same template (inside of ears)
White Felt:
Cut one 3.5” circle from the circle template (Tail)
Cut one 5” heart from heart template (Belly)
Cut one 1” circle from circle template (eyes)

Black Felt:
Cut three 3” long skinny strips (whiskers)
Cut two very small ½ circles (pupil of eyes)

Instructions:
1. Cut white 1” eye circle in half – now makes 2 eyes.
2. Sew on the eyes, teeth, whiskers and nose to the head.
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3. Sew white heart belly onto the front of the rabbit body.

4. Sew head front, onto body front -----

5. Line up and pin together head back to the body back, placement should be the same as the front of the
bunny.
6. Sew the back head to the back body like you did for the front of bunny.
7. Cut in ½ the two fluffy hearts left over and the pink heart. This is the two ears.
8. Sew pink inner ear to one fluffy heart. And repeat for other ear.
9. Place good sides of the ear pieces together and sew around the outside with a 3/8” seam. Leaving a gap so
you can turn the rear in the right way when finished.

10. Turn the ear in the right way. And fluff up seams as best you can.
11. Pin and sew ears to front head of rabbit. --------------------------------------
12. Place good sides of both front and back of rabbit together ensuring that
the ears are inside the “package”
13. Sew a 3/2” seam around it leaving a gap so that you can turn it in
the right way.
14. Turn Rabbit body in right way. And fluff up seams best you can.
15. Stuff with stuffing and hand sew gap closed.
16. Take the last white circle and hand sew a basic in-out stitch around
the outside of the circle. Pull thread to gather it up to a tail shape.
17. Stuff the tail.
18. Hand sew the bunny tail to the back of bunny.
19. Finished!
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